10 HOT STORIES

BEST FOOT
F O RWA R D

Comfort may be practical but
at Fashion Week, I believe in
making statements.

SUITS YOU

Here I am wearing a
Daniele Carlotta suit, Dior
Sunglasses, and Manolo
Blahnik shoes. This look
is very in keeping with the
modest wear trend and also
feels supremely feminine. It’s
fashion-forward and classic
at the same time. Win, win!

RETRO FUSION

One of my favourite
Fashion Week looks is
this Max Mara
coat, Valentino
foulard, trousers by
Weekend Max Mara,
and Giancarlo
Petriglia bag.

THE ITALIAN JOB
FASHION MONTH IS A TIME TO
DISCOVER what lies ahead in the

BOSS WOMAN

This Aquilano Rimondi suit
paired with a Loewe bag is
empowering and bold. I love
the tailoring and doublebreasted jacket.
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fashion calendar and preview the
trends that we will be rocking next
season, or in the case of see-nowbuy-now, immediately.
For me, however, it’s more than
just an exercise in reporting. It’s a
time to push fashion boundaries, to
showcase my favourite looks, and
to experiment with new designers
and brands. That is very much its
continued appeal – it enables us to
be inspired by the creativity at the
heart of fashion’s greatest designers
and simultaneously allows us to
explore our own creativity and set
our own fashion agenda.
Mixing things up from season
to season is important and taking
inspiration from the streets, as well
as the runways, of Fashion Week is
one of the best ways of developing
our own individual sense of style.

COLOUR
BLOCKING

This Red Valentino outfit
is effortless and elegant
– a perfect Fashion Week
combination!

This season, I have invested in
suits in all their manifestations –
tailored, retro, striped – and am
enjoying the sense of empowerment
that comes with wearing one. In the
current zeitgeist, feminism is having
a real moment reflected across the
fashion world, and it’s exciting to
play with what were once termed
masculine silhouettes and to take
them out of the office and back
onto the streets.
I’ve also continued in my
exploration of modest wear, a love
that stems, partly at least, from the
time I spend in Doha and the design
aesthetic that I encounter there.
This is a trend and a lifestyle choice
that keeps on giving.
Follow Samantha’s updates @graziaqatar

DRESS TO
IMPRESS

This Max Mara black
dress, teamed with my Dior
shades and metallic head
adornment, is stunning.
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Grazia’s intrepid Social Media
Editor Samantha De Reviziis hits
the streets of Milan…
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PRETTY IN
PRINT

I love this colourful skirt and
sweater in burnished orange by
Blumarine.

STRIPPED
BACK

This Brunello Cucinelli look is
the definition of easy Italian
chic. Wear with a ponytail
and minimal make-up.

L AY E R I T U P
BLACK WIDOW

This look is less formal
but equally striking. Fedeli
knitwear is paired with
a Valentino Foulard and
Saxone shoes.

This chic Antonio Marras
dress carries me from day
to night coupled with my
ever-classic Chanel MaryJane shoes.

EASY CHIC

I love this Brunello Cucinelli suit, which I’ve teamed with Dior
sunglasses and Manolo Blahniks.
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